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<<<<<<<<<<<<BEGIN MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>

Doc. Praxton
::in sickbay finishing up on Sellers physical and waiting on Commander Guglaron to show up::

Capt. Brinn
::on bridge::

LtJG Quchant
::at OPS console::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::on Brudge::

LtJG. Pang
::at TAC console on the bridge::

LtJG. Tharrn
::on the bridge::

Lt. Peters
::thinking about Paris in the spring time, on way to engineering::

Capt. Brinn
::looks at Guglaron:: Didn't the doctor want to see you, Cmdr?

Doc. Praxton
#XO: Commander, I am waiting on you. Report to sickbay

Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: Yes Sir, I was just going to ask permission to leave

LtJG Quchant
::running diagnostics::

Capt. Brinn
Cmdr:  On your way then...

LtJG. Pang
::looking around to see who is on this shift::

Cmdr. Guglaron
#Praxton: On my way

Lt. Peters
::Enters engineering::Eng. crew: status?

Doc. Praxton
::reaches for PADD with the Commanders medical records on it::
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Cmdr. Guglaron
::leaves the Bridge and enters TL 2

Capt. Brinn
Helm:  ETA to Forteas.

Cmdr. Guglaron
::{deck}::

LtJG Quchant
::reconfigures OPS console to run FCO as well::

LtJG. Pang
::notes that Engineering have repaired most of the shields::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::arrives on level 13 and makes way to SB::

Lt. Peters
<Ens. Itchynacas>: Repairs complete sir.  We're back to full working order.

Doc. Praxton
::waiting::

Capt. Brinn
Lt. Lenor:  Keep a scan going for other ships in vicinity.

Cmdr. Guglaron
::eneters SB, sees Dr Praxton:: Praxton: greetings Dr Praxton, reporting for my Medical

Lt. Peters
Itchynacas: Well done.  I'll take over now.  Get some rest.

Lt. Varek
::sitting in his quarters finalizing preparations for the survival skills exercise::

Capt. Brinn
Helm:  ETA?

Doc. Praxton
::nods to Gug:: take a seat Commander, I have a few questions to ask you 

LtJG Quchant
::wonders if he is going to get paid twice::

LtJG. Pang
::rechecks console ..... is sad as she notes the missing shuttle - Villaina Trump might have been fun to know::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::sits and waits for Dr's q's::

Lt. Lenor
CO: yes sir  ::begins scanning::

Doc. Praxton
Gug: before we start your physical, I would like to know if you are allergic to any medications that are not listed in your file?

Capt. Brinn
Pang: Try to raise the Forteasians; determine beamdown coordinates for the supplies.

Lt. Peters
::Monitors reactor output::

LtJG. Pang
::notices Lt. Lenor looking much fitter:: CO:Aye Sir ::starts::

Cmdr. Guglaron
Praxton: as far as I am aware Doctor, no

Lt. Varek
::wondering how some of the crew will respond to hardship away from the comforts of the starship::

Doc. Praxton
Gug:::nods:: any food allergies?

Cmdr. Guglaron
::smiles::

LtJG. Pang
::gets Forteasian channel:: CO: I have them .... on screen?

Capt. Brinn
#Varek:  We are nearing the planet, at least by my guesstimation.  I'd suggest we start readying for the training mission.

Lt. Lenor
::makes sure she is keeping her mind on her job::

Lt. Peters
::Thinking, "it's been a long time since I went camping"::

Cmdr. Guglaron
Praxton: I eat all types of food, but I am alergic to food... fights ::grins::

LtJG Quchant
CO: Eta to Fortesa 5 mins

LtJG. Pang
::checks beamdown co-ordinates with junior Fortesean::

Doc. Praxton
::grins:: Gug: ok, that's all I need for now, here ::hands him a rob:: please change and wait for me in the examination room.

Capt. Brinn
::nods at Quchant::  Thank you.

Lt. Varek
#BRINN: Yes, Captain. I will be in transporter room 2 

Capt. Brinn
#All staff, exception of Praxton and Guglaron: Report to TR2

Lt. Peters
::Fine tuning the M/A reaction rate.  Get's 99.7% efficiency::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::stands up and examines small pice of cloth he is to wear::

LtJG. Pang
CO: The co-ordinates for beamdown have been passed to the Transporter Chief

LtJG Quchant
::planning to do a handbrake skid parking manouver into orbit::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::changes into small robe::

Lt. Peters
::Hears Captain's announcement::

Capt. Brinn
Quchant:  Establish standard orbit and arrange for staff to transport supplies to the Forteasians.

Lt. Varek
::heads for transporter room 2::

Doc. Praxton
::looks out of the corner of her eye and grins::

LtJG Quchant
CO: Yes sir....

LtJG. Pang
::passes TAC console to Ensign and leaves the bridge::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::feels embarrased, Warriors do not dress this way::

LtJG Quchant
::establishes std orbit::

Lt. Peters
::Leaves LtJG Weismann in charge and heads for TR2::

Doc. Praxton
::knocks on door:: Gug: are you ready?

Capt. Brinn
#Guglaron:  When you and the good doctor finish your physical, join us planetside...

Cmdr. Guglaron
Praxton: ready as I will ever be Doctor, proceed

Lt. Lenor
::looks at Ens. Stevens:: Stevens: take over.... 

Cmdr. Guglaron
#CO: aye sir

Doc. Praxton
::enters examination room::

LtJG. Pang
::takes TL to TR2 .... checking to make sure she has tricorder and swiss army knife::

Lt. Varek
::stands waiting in transporter room 2::

Lt. Peters
::Enters TL::TL: Transporter room 2{deck}

LtJG Quchant
<Ens. PoshSpice>: Put together a standard set of survivial supplies for the away team

Lt. Lenor
::walks to TL::

Doc. Praxton
::is taken aback by the size of the Klingon::
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Doc. Praxton
::under breath...oh my::

Capt. Brinn
::stands, leaving the bridge in Lt. Matthews command:: <Matthews>: I'll be on the planet for the exercise.

Lt. Lenor
::enters TL... waits for CO::

Doc. Praxton
Gug:  um....um....., please sit up on the bio-bed and we'll begin

LtJG. Pang
::reaches TR2 .....::Varek: Lt. what weaponry should we take?

Lt. Peters
::Arrives in TR2::

Capt. Brinn
::exits bridge, on way to TR, nods at Lenor::  Lt.  You are feeling better?

Lt. Peters
::Nods at the assembled crew::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::shuffles to Bio Bed and descreetly gets on it::

Lt. Lenor
CO: yes I am.... thanks for asking

Doc. Praxton
::chuckles::

Lt. Varek
Pang: We are not anticipating a hostile environment so only security personnel will be required to carry standard type 1 phasers

Doc. Praxton
Gug: ok, if you lay down, I'll begin the scan.

LtJG Quchant
<Ens. PoshSpice>: Yes sir...

Cmdr. Guglaron
::lies down::

LtJG. Pang
Varek:: Aye Sir .... ensures that she has standard type 1 phaser::

LtJG Quchant
::gets up and leaves for TR2::

Lt. Peters
Varek:  I understand it's just standard issue gear.  Is that correct?

Lt. Varek
Pang: Once everyone is gathered, I will explain the pretenses of this exercise

Doc. Praxton
::presses some nobs and starts scanning::

Lt. Lenor
::exits TL and heads to TR::

LtJG Quchant
::gets in TL::  TR2 {Deck}

Capt. Brinn
::holds elevator for Quchant::

Doc. Praxton
::watches reseults on monitor::

Lt. Varek
Peters: Let's wait for everyone to arrive and then go through this once

Cmdr. Guglaron
::hums Klingon ballad::

LtJG. Tharrn
::awakens from his trance:: Huh? Oh... ::hurries to the TL::

Doc. Praxton
::hears the Klingon humming::

LtJG. Pang
::decides to take a pencil-sized torch and a pair of sunglasses::

Capt. Brinn
::arrives in TR2 with Lenor, and others from the bridge::

Lt. Varek
::looks to see if everyone is present::

LtJG. Tharrn
::arrives in TR:: All: Sorry. I am late.

Lt. Peters
Varek:  It would be wasted time otherwise, I guess.::Damn Vulcans, so logical::

LtJG Quchant
::waits in TR2::

LtJG. Pang
::smiles at Tharrn::

Doc. Praxton
::turns from monitor:: Gug: ok, most everything checks out, I just need to you stand and do two things for me.

Capt. Brinn
::exits, and nods to Varek::

Lt. Peters
::Acknowledges the Captain::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::looks at Dr::

Lt. Peters
::...and Quchant::

Doc. Praxton
::reaches for gloves::

Lt. Varek
::inclines his head to the Captain::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::stands::

Lt. Lenor
::enters TR@::

LtJG. Tharrn
::gets tricorder and phaser::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::adjust gown again::

Doc. Praxton
Gug: Please turn you head and cough.

Lt. Varek
::sees everyone gathered::

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  As soon as all are here, let's move it.  On your command.

LtJG. Pang
::checks that the Transporter chief received the co-ordinates from the TAC console::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::turns head and starts to cough::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::feels Dr.s hands::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::jumps back::

Cmdr. Guglaron
Praxton: What are you doing?

Doc. Praxton
::ok, that fine:: Gug: ::hands him a small jar:: Please if you wil, fill this?

Capt. Brinn
::moves to locker and pulls out pattern enhancers, passes them around:: These would be standard gear.

Cmdr. Guglaron
::looks at jar::

LtJG. Pang
::waits attentively for Varek to explain the AT's mission::

Doc. Praxton
Gug: oh nothing, this is standard proceedure

Cmdr. Guglaron
::frowns::

Lt. Varek
ALL: This is a training exercise meant to offer us the chance to improve our survival skills. For purposes of this exercise, we will be assuming that the away team is going to perform a routine survey of the surface of this planet. 

Cmdr. Guglaron
Praxton: fill it with what Dr. ?

Doc. Praxton
Gug: when your finished doing that, we are done

Doc. Praxton
Gug: um....

Lt. Peters
::Listen's to Varek::

LtJG Quchant
::listens::

Doc. Praxton
Gug: read the directions on the lable

Cmdr. Guglaron
::looks quizzed::

LtJG. Tharrn
::listens and looks rather bored::

Lt. Lenor
::takes pattern enhancer::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::reads label::
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Cmdr. Guglaron
::looks shocked::

LtJG. Pang
::also takes pattern enhancer .... glad she has comfortable footwear::

Lt. Peters
::Shimmers::

Cmdr. Guglaron
Doctor: as you wish, where shall I do this?

Capt. Brinn
::arrives on planet, and breathes the fresh air::

LtJG. Pang
::materialises::

Doc. Praxton
Gug: just drop it off at the lab when your done

Lt. Lenor
::arrives on planet... looks around::

Lt. Varek
ALL: I have put together a standard kit of equipment that includes geographical analysis and survey gear. Cartographic scanners and map-making equipment

LtJG. Pang
::at alert::

Lt. Peters
::Looks around at the new surroundings::

Capt. Brinn
::smiles, and looks at Varek, listening::

LtJG Quchant
::looks around...starts scanning with tricorder::

LtJG. Tharrn
::looks around:: What now?

Cmdr. Guglaron
::stands in SB, llooks around, no one there, fills bottle::

Fortuna
::::watches AT arrive :::

Doc. Praxton
@Gug: Do you have any other questions?

Lt. Varek
ALL: First, pair off and break into teams. We need to survey the immediate area and set a base camp
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Capt. Brinn
Varek:  assignments?

LtJG. Tharrn
All: Who dares to team up with me?

LtJG. Pang
::scans for lifesigns apart from the AT::

Lt. Lenor
::listens::

Lt. Peters
::Pulls out tricorder and starts a scan::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Praxton: are ther any things you wish to know about my anatomy?

LtJG Quchant
::listens::

Lt. Lenor
::scans area::
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Capt. Brinn
Tharrn:  LOL, I will; want to tackle shelter?

Lt. Varek
ALL: There will be no unauthorized contact with the Seleya until 12:00 hours tomorrow. Is that clear?

Lt. Lenor
::nods::

LtJG. Pang
::nods::

LtJG. Tharrn
::grins::

LtJG Quchant
::nods::

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  Understood. 

Lt. Peters
::nods::

Doc. Praxton
@Gug: I think I will check the scans for now, if I have any further questions, we can set up another appointment

Lt. Varek
Brinn/Tharrn: Please see to it that our shelter is properly setup

Fortuna
:::Chuckles::::

LtJG. Tharrn
::gets his share of the equipment:: Ugh...

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  Will do.

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Praxton: fine, shall we head for the surface then.. together

Lt. Varek
Pang/Peters: Please set a perimeter and see to it that we are familiar with terrain

Doc. Praxton
@Gug: Aye, sir ::grabs standard medical pack::

Lt. Peters
Varek:  aye sir

LtJG. Pang
Vaerk:  Aye Sir .... ::looks at Peters::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@;;gets dressed::

Capt. Brinn
Tharrn:  Let's see what we can find...

LtJG Quchant
::grabs std power module packs::

Lt. Varek
Quchant/Lenor: Please break out the survey equipment and inspect it 

LtJG. Tharrn
Brinn: OK. Let's find a suitable place for the shelter.

Fortuna
:::hides behind a tree from the AT :::

LtJG Quchant
Varek: Sir

Cmdr. Guglaron
@::walks with Praxton to TR3::

LtJG. Tharrn
::scans surroundings::

Lt. Peters
Pang: Ok Kay Lee, I'll follow your superior tac experience.  after you.

Lt. Lenor
Varek: yes sir

LtJG. Pang
Peters:: what sort of boundary do you think?

Cmdr. Guglaron
::adjusting uniform, checking standard AT supplies::
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Doc. Praxton
@::awaits transport::

LtJG Quchant
Lenor: Sir, what first?

Lt. Varek
::looks around at crewmates and surroundings as the work begins::

Capt. Brinn
Tharrn:  It would seem we should seek some natural shelter.  We brought nothing portable with us.

LtJG. Tharrn
Brinn: Errrrrr... did you hear that?

Lt. Peters
Pang:  How about a 200m perimiter to start with.

Capt. Brinn
Tharrn:  A cave perhaps...

Cmdr. Guglaron
{#} CO: I am beaming down to the surface with the Dr, any instructions/

Capt. Brinn
Tharrn:  Yes, what do you suppose it is?

Lt. Lenor
Quchant: do what the man said.... just start checking the survey equipment

LtJG. Pang
Peters:: we should stay within 100 meters I guess ..... we can't see much through these trees anyway ...

LtJG Quchant
Lenor: Yes Sir
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Lt. Lenor
:;hears the noise.... scans to see if she can figure out what it might be::

LtJG. Tharrn
Brinn: I don't know. Maybe we should use the geological equipment to make sure that this is no earthquake.

LtJG Quchant
::starts checking and cataloging the survey equipment::

Lt. Peters
Pang:  Agreed.  And let's keep an eye out for local wild life.

Lt. Varek
::walks through the transport area and looks off in the distance of the rumbling::

Doc. Praxton
@::awaites transport::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@{transporter} Engage

Capt. Brinn
{#} XO:  Acknowledged.  Report to Lt. Varek when you arrive.

Fortuna
:::Climbs up trunk of tree quickly :::

Lt. Lenor
::finds nothing... begins to help check equipment::

Doc. Praxton
::materliazes on the planet with the Commnader::

LtJG. Pang
::uses pattern enhancer to extend the scan area....to see if the rumble is explainable::

Cmdr. Guglaron
;;materialises on surface with Praxton::

Doc. Praxton
::looks around:: Gug: where are we to report?

Lt. Varek
::sees the two remaining senior officers appear::

Cmdr. Guglaron
Praxton: okay, lets find out where Lt. Varek is

Capt. Brinn
Tharrn:  The sound has disappeared....  We should continue a search for suitable accomodations...

Doc. Praxton
::nods to Gug::

LtJG. Pang
Peters:: There is a lifesign about 30 metres over there .... could be a Fortesean ...

Cmdr. Guglaron
{#}Varek: co ordiantes please

LtJG. Tharrn
Brinn: Maybe in that cliff over there. ::points::

Lt. Peters
Pang:  Confirmed, let's investigate.

Lt. Lenor
Quchant: I appologize for my response... mind was elsewhere

LtJG. Pang
::trips over a root ....: Dangit!

Lt. Varek
::walks up to the Cmdr.:: XO: Right behind you sir.

LtJG Quchant
::continues to check survey equipment....recalibrates most to get better sensor readings::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::jumps::

Fortuna
::::Calls to City central on communicator telling them f erruption so the clecbrations can begin :::

LtJG. Pang
Peters:: Sorry sir .... with you now ....

Lt. Peters
::Help Kay Lee to her feet::You Ok

Capt. Brinn
::grins at Tharrn:: Let's check it out then.  ::strides off::

Doc. Praxton
::turns around and see Varek there::

LtJG Quchant
Lenor: That is ok,  just as long as you are allright..::grins at Lenor::

Lt. Peters
Pang:  Let's move, you take point

Cmdr. Guglaron
Vraek: ah there yopu are, good, what do you want us to do, this is your show?

LtJG. Tharrn
::follows Brinn continously scanning::

LtJG. Pang
::curses self for clumsiness --- takes point::

Lt. Varek
Praxton/Guglaron: We are pairing off and I want people to travel in pairs at all times, understood?

Lt. Peters
::Pulls out phaser, sets to stun::

Cmdr. Guglaron
Varek:yes

Doc. Praxton
::nods:: 

Lt. Lenor
::tosef:: goes back to checking equipment::

Lt. Peters
::Scanning for life form::

LtJG. Pang
Peters:: We must not risk harming a native Sir ....

Cmdr. Guglaron
Varek: wher do we travel

Lt. Peters
Pang:  Yes, make sure your phaser is set to stun only

Capt. Brinn
::arrives at cliff, and discovers a shallow overhang, a sandstone cliff that arches well overhead::

Fortuna
:::Sitting on trunk waiting for actual erruption::::

Lt. Lenor
<try again> ::to self:: yeah right  ::goes back to checking equipment::

Doc. Praxton
::looks at Gug:: Gug: I guess he means us?

Cmdr. Guglaron
::nods at Praxton::

LtJG Quchant
::sniffs air...::

LtJG. Tharrn
Brinn: looks comfy.

Doc. Praxton
::wonders where he wants us to go?::

Lt. Peters
::Check tricorder::Pang:  It would appear our lifesign is not on the ground::

Lt. Varek
PRaxton/Guglaron: There is a possibility that some of the Flora and Fauna here have not yet been catalogued. Please see to it that we investigate any unusual creatures or plant life, obtaining samples if necessary

Capt. Brinn
Tharrn:  Well, this would afford us shelter of sorts.

LtJG. Pang
::carefully goes though the trees .....::

LtJG Quchant
Lenor:  Sir...is that Sulphur I smell?

Cmdr. Guglaron
::nods to Varek::

Lt. Lenor
::begining to feel uneasy::

Doc. Praxton
::ah:: Varek: got it

Cmdr. Guglaron
Praxton: okay Doctor, to work we go

LtJG. Pang
Peters:: Aye ..... about 10 metres above our heads I think ....

Doc. Praxton
::takes out tricorder and follows Gug::

Lt. Peters
::Getting closer::Pang:  We're almost on top of them 5m, 4, 3, 2....

Cmdr. Guglaron
::walks with Dr::

Capt. Brinn
::studies the overhang:: A little too open, but I don't see any other passages to it.

Lt. Varek
::looks for Tharrn and Brinn::

Fortuna
::::Looks to est at site of Gyser mouth ::::

Lt. Lenor
Quchant: not sure.... ::scans::  I think you are right

LtJG. Tharrn
::scratches head:: OK, let's see... we'll have to move the equipment over here.

Cmdr. Guglaron
Praxton: as you have the tri-corder, could you do the honors?

Capt. Brinn
{#} Varek:  We've found an overhang

Lt. Varek
::heads over to Lenor::

LtJG. Pang
::sees humanoid in tree:: Peters ..... we should back off ... that is a native ...

LtJG Quchant
Lenor: This is bad...there is going to be an eruption of sorts...

Doc. Praxton
::nods to Guglaron:: Gug: Aye

Capt. Brinn
#Varek:  It looks like it will do.  

Cmdr. Guglaron
::sniffs the air::

Fortuna
:::notes Pang and Peters:::

Lt. Lenor
Quchant: I hate to agree with you.... but you are right

Lt. Varek
#BRINN: Does it appear to offer enough cover for the entire away team, Captain?

Doc. Praxton
::starts out on a little maked trail::

Lt. Peters
Pang:  Ok, but let's keep them in sight.  I'll report back to Varek.

Frodirol
::snaps open communication device:: Fortuna: How long until the actual eruption Fortuna ? The Prime Magnate is still attending to official matters...I hope he can make it in time

Capt. Brinn
Tharrn:  Do you detect any potential danger?

Lt. Lenor
Varek:  I think there might be a problem

Fortuna
Pang : Welcomer you are and just about in time too

Lt. Varek
Lenor: What is it, Lt?

Capt. Brinn
#Varek:  It is large enough, and seems secure.  500 meters to your northeast.

LtJG. Pang
::uses universal translator::  Fortuna:: We are from the Seleya ....

Cmdr. Guglaron
Praxton: what do you detect?

LtJG. Tharrn
::reads his tricorder:: Brinn: all clear, Cap.

Frodirol
ANOTHER LOW RUMBLING SOUND IS HEARD

LtJG. Pang
Fortuna:: Just in time for what please?

Lt. Lenor
Varek: It seems there is going to be an eruption soon...

Lt. Peters
{#}Varek:  Peters here.  We have stummbled across a native, about 30 m from camp.  What do you want us to do?

Lt. Varek
#CO: Sye, sir. I will inform the others.

Cmdr. Guglaron
::hears a rumbling sound::

Doc. Praxton
Gug:::starts to speak and feels the low rumbling:: whoa.

Lt. Varek
Lenor: an eruption? ::looking concerned::

Fortuna
Pang : this we know we were warned or your coming ....done will you be for the Celebrations  to come ?

Cmdr. Guglaron
Praxton: I think all is not well here Doctor

Capt. Brinn
::looks at Tharrn:: Well, we should start setting this up for the others.... ::studies the area::

Lt. Lenor
Quchant: lets get this equipment set up so we can find out how long we have

Lt. Varek
#Peters: Introduce yourself, Mr. Peters. We are their guests.

Doc. Praxton
Gug: What was that?  ::turns tricorder towards the sound::

Cmdr. Guglaron
Praxton: did you get any readings on that rumble?

LtJG Quchant
Lenor: Yes sir

LtJG. Pang
::does not like the sound of 'done:: Fortuna .... can you explain please?

Lt. Peters
::Tries to listen to Fortuna::Pang:  What did he say?

LtJG Quchant
::starts setting up survey equipment::

Lt. Peters
#Varek:  Acknowledged.  Lt Pang is doing so now.

Frodirol
A HAWK LIKE BIRD SWOOPS DOWN AND SNATCHES A CORNER OF MATERIAL FROM CMDR. GUGLARONS UNIFORM SCREECHING AS IT FLIES OFF

Lt. Varek
Lenor: Can you gauge the severity of the eruption and it's likely location?

LtJG. Pang
Peters:: he said we would be done .... I have asked for an explanation ....

Doc. Praxton
Gug: Yes, but I'm a doctor.........

Fortuna
Pang: I understand a test do you ...tests are good . But soon the Gyser errupts and have a big celebration we do 

LtJG Quchant
::sets up sesmic reading equipment in double quick time::

Lt. Peters
::Done?  Not more criptic messages.  I had enough of that with D'vor::

Doc. Praxton
Gug:  whoa, this place is full of surpries...

Cmdr. Guglaron
Praxton: I think that may have been an earth tremor, I realise your a doctor, I have had the benefit of your expertise, haven't I

Lt. Lenor
Varek: My tricorder is not working properly at the moment... hoping we can find something out with this equipment....

LtJG Quchant
Lenor: Sir....done

Lt. Lenor
Varek: I will let you know as soon as we get something

Doc. Praxton
::smirks at Gug::

Fortuna
Pang warn you people beware of tregas they should be

Cmdr. Guglaron
Praxton: what surprises?

LtJG. Pang
Peters::: Did you catch that .... there is a geyser about to erupt .... let Varek know please .... the others may be in its path ....

Lt. Peters
::Looking up at Fortuna::What is tregas?

LtJG. Tharrn
Brinn: Any ideas how to move the whole stuff over here?

Lt. Lenor
Quchant: great... now let's see what we can find out

LtJG. Pang
Fortuna:  tregas?  what is tregas please?

Lt. Peters
Pang:  On it.  Keep him talking.

Doc. Praxton
Gug: the bird like creature and the tremors

Cmdr. Guglaron
::smells wild animal nearby::

Capt. Brinn
::moves deeper into the overhang, looking for the best place::

LtJG Quchant
::scans using seismic equipment:

Lt. Varek
#CO: It seems there is likely to be some seismic activity, perhaps the overhang will not be as safe as you might think

Doc. Praxton
::notices the Commander get real quite::

Fortuna
Peters : Tregas those :::points to hawk-like bird while shaking head :::

LtJG. Pang
Peters:: tell the rest of them to avoid underground situations ....

Capt. Brinn
Tharrn:  We'll have to carry it, I suppose.  Shall we head back to the rest of the party?

Doc. Praxton
::scans::

Frodirol
SCREECHING CAN BE HEARD FROM ABOVE.......MORE TREGAS BIRDS

Cmdr. Guglaron
Praxton: I smell ... FOOD

Doc. Praxton
::raises eyebrows::

LtJG. Tharrn
Brinn: Yep. I suppose we should get the work done quick. ::sighs::

Lt. Lenor
Quchant: anything yet?

Doc. Praxton
::wonder what he considers food?::

Lt. Peters
{#}Varek:  We have just learned that a gyser is about to erupt.  Suggest you aviod any underground activity.  Oh yes, and be on the lookoout for a hawk like bird.

Lt. Varek
#Peters: Please ask if they know anything about seismic activiyt in this area

Capt. Brinn
::starts to return to  the others::

LtJG. Pang
::glad she has a phaser::  Those things are Tregas?

Fortuna
Pang : Yes

Cmdr. Guglaron
Praxton: we were told to investigate, now watch a Klingon at work

LtJG Quchant
Lenor: I think so...just finishing the first scan cycle now

Capt. Brinn
Tharrn:  You'd think they could have found their way here....

Lt. Varek
{#}Peters: Are the birds dangerous?

LtJG. Pang
::notices more appearing:: Fortuna .... they look dangerous ....

Cmdr. Guglaron
::leans forwards in low posture::

Capt. Brinn
#Varek:  Report.  What is happening?

Fortuna
Pang : Guardians of the gyser are they

Doc. Praxton
::watches the commander::

Doc. Praxton
::stays back slightly::

Lt. Peters
#Varek:  checking

Cmdr. Guglaron
::sniffing the air and moving forwards stealthily::

Lt. Peters
Fortuna:  How dangerous are the tregas?

LtJG. Pang
Peters:: As far as I understand it ... the birds will feed on the bodies that the geyser will cause .... the AT is in great danger!

Lt. Varek
{#}CO: There is a geyser that is going to erupt soon, we are avoiding any underground exploration and apparently there are birds that should be avoided as well

Capt. Brinn
::arrives where the others are, with Tharrn::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::mouth slightly open, tasting the air::

Fortuna
Peters : how dangerous is death ?

Frodirol
::snaps open communicator device again:: Fortuna: Who can I hear you talking to ? I am on my way.....the celebrations should begin soon

Lt. Peters
Fortuna:  Good point.

Cmdr. Guglaron
::stops behind large bush::

Capt. Brinn
::sighs:: Tharrn: even a simple training exercise turns dangerous....

LtJG. Pang
::smiles at Fortuna:: Thankyou for your warning ....

LtJG Quchant
Lenor: Sir, an eruption is immenant

Cmdr. Guglaron
::parts bush and sees a wild animal::

Lt. Varek
#CO: I recommend you return to the transport area, sir

Lt. Lenor
Quchant: how immentant?

Lt. Peters
#Varek:  They are very dangerous.  Be on your guard

Cmdr. Guglaron
::animal is squat like, four legs and large horned head::

Fortuna
Pang : But come come soon everyonewill be gathering for the Celebrations 

Lt. Varek
#Peters: Thank you, Mr. Peters

LtJG. Pang
Fortuna:: do the Tregas have religious significance ... or may we defend ourselves?

Cmdr. Guglaron
::turns to Doctor::

Doc. Praxton
::watches::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::smiles::

Lt. Peters
::Looks up at Fortuna, waits for answer::

LtJG. Tharrn
::eyes the Tregas::

Doc. Praxton
::points:: Gug: food?

Lt. Varek
::looks up into the sky at the birds soaring overhead.::

Fortuna
Pang: Try defend yourself you may...but the gyser protects

Cmdr. Guglaron
Praxton:: A klingon smells his foe, tastes the air, waits and then strikes

LtJG Quchant
Lenor: Not long...10-15 mins...there is no immediate danger to the crew from the geyser as long as they keep their distance

Cmdr. Guglaron
Praxton, yes, food, but....

LtJG. Tharrn
All: Who volunteers to carry equipment over to the cave?

Lt. Varek
Lenor: Can we determine the eruption time?

Capt. Brinn
All: Take defensive cover immediately, until we know what these birds intend.

LtJG. Pang
Peters:  I guess we can kill those things without upsetting the natives .....

Lt. Peters
Fortuna:  What do you mean gyser protects?

Lt. Lenor
Varek: the erruption will be in 10-15 minutes sir

Fortuna
::::starts seeing celebrants arriving in the distance :::

Lt. Peters
Pang:  Luckily for us ::grins::

Cmdr. Guglaron
Praxton: we must get back to the others, besides, you will have to help me eat that

Lt. Varek
CO: I would like to record the eruption of this geyser. It is just the type of seismologic activity we can use

Doc. Praxton
::gulps::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::stands up::

Lt. Varek
Lenor: Can you setup our equi[ment to monitor and record the eruption?

Lt. Peters
#Varek:  From what I can gatherm the tregas are similar to Earth Vultures, but they don't wait.  If you see what I mean.

Cmdr. Guglaron
::animal flees at sight of Klingon::

LtJG. Pang
::has a nasty suspicion that the natives may not be as friendly as Fortuna seems::

Lt. Lenor
Quchant: were is the safest place for the AT to be

Frodirol
HUNDREDS OF CHATTERING VOICES CAN BE HEARD IN THE DISTANCE

Doc. Praxton
::follows Guglaron back to the others::

Lt. Lenor
Varek: will do sir

Cmdr. Guglaron
Praxton: I think we had better return. do you agree?

Capt. Brinn
::looks at Pang:: Lt.  I don't want any potential incident; phasers on stun; no killing unless life is endangered.

Lt. Peters
Pang:  do you hear that?

Doc. Praxton
Guglaron: agreed

LtJG. Pang
Fortuna:: What celebration .......?

LtJG Quchant
Lenor: At least 1500-2000 meters away at the barest minimum

Lt. Varek
#peters: Do what you need to do to protect yourself, but do not attack the birds.

Lt. Lenor
Quchant: and we are now at ?

Lt. Peters
Fortuna:  What do you mean by the gyser protects?

Cmdr. Guglaron
::walks back to rest of AT with Praxton::

Fortuna
Pang : We celebrate eruptions do we 

LtJG Quchant
Lenor: 1000...sire

LtJG. Pang
Fortuna: and the celebrations take what form?

Cmdr. Guglaron
::arrives with Praxton to AT, sees CO::

Frodirol
::arrives at base of mountain and sees Fortuna in distance....shouts:: Fortuna: Hey ! Fortuna ! They are coming ! The town is here !! ::smiles::

Capt. Brinn
::looks at Tharrn, eyebrow raised:: And I expected this to be an easy one....  ::laughs::

Lt. Peters
#Varek:  They have no religous significance, but we will only shoot if they attack us first.

Fortuna
Pang Much merriment Song and dance and other things

Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: reporting back sir

Lt. Lenor
Varek: The AT is in danger at the moment... we need to move back about 500 to 1000 meters .

LtJG. Pang
Peters:  ::whispering:: there is trouble here ....

Doc. Praxton
::walks along and reports back to CO::

LtJG. Pang
Fortuna:: other things?

Capt. Brinn
Guglaron:  good to see you.

LtJG. Tharrn
::sighs:: Brinn: I hate survival trainings... ::grins::

Lt. Varek
ALL: We will be measuring the geyser's eruption and recording as much data as possible. We have encountered a number of Forteasians. We are pulling the camp back an additional 1000 meters from the geyser

Lt. Peters
Pang:  Agreed.  I don't like this.  Let's head back to the transport area

Cmdr. Guglaron
::smiles:: CO: you too sir, it seems the Dr. thinks Im fit for duty

Lt. Peters
::Hears Varek::

Doc. Praxton
::looks at CO and smiles::

Fortuna
Pang : It does with the Gods 

Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: any orders sir

Lt. Lenor
Quchant: let's get this stuff together.... and move it<G>

Capt. Brinn
::notes Varek has it well in hand, and steps back::

LtJG Quchant
::starts to gather equipment on the antigrav::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::stands back and observes::

Doc. Praxton
::helps gather equipment::

LtJG. Pang
Peters: I have a nasty suspicion that we may be a sort of sacrifice .....

Lt. Varek
GUg: Would you mind collecting that survey equipment and setting it up about a 1000 meters further back?

Cmdr. Guglaron
Varek: of course, no problem

Lt. Peters
Pang:  I wish you hadn't said that, but I agree with you....

LtJG. Pang
::smiles at Fortuna:: Thank you for your explanations ....

Frodirol
::wanders over to Fortuna who is talking to strangers:: AT: Welcome are you. Come join us to celebrate the fountain of lights as it erupts from its earthly prison

Lt. Varek
QUchant: How long before the eruption?

Cmdr. Guglaron
::gathers Survey equipment and walks off::

Lt. Peters
Pang: ..judging by the tricorder scans, it would appear we are being surrounded.

LtJG Quchant
Varek 5 mins Sir

LtJG. Pang
::looks at Frodirol::  

Fortuna
Frodirol: great days to you

Capt. Brinn
 Varek:  The shelter seems adequate for our purposes; what can Tharrn and I do here?

Doc. Praxton
::fountain? wonders what she missed::

LtJG Quchant
::whilst moving equipment:: Lenor: urm...would you be interested in a more...stable setting for perhaps...dinner sometime?

Cmdr. Guglaron
:stops about 1000 meters from Varek and assembles equipment::

Frodirol
HUNDREDS OF FORTESIANS LAUGHING AND CHEERING DESCEND DOWN THE MOUNTAIN SIDE TOWARDS THE ERUPTION SITE

LtJG. Pang
::bows politely to the natives and starts to move slowly back through the trees::

Doc. Praxton
::grabs more equipment::

Lt. Peters
#Varek:  Check your tricorder.  We have lifeforms moving in on all sides.  We are being surrounded.

Lt. Lenor
::looks at Quchant::  Ask me at a better time... ::grins and walks ahead::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::stands up hearing a loud sound of ... laughing::

Lt. Varek
CO: We will be monitoring the geyser's eruption, but I would still like to contact the Forteasians to learn what they might know about this eruption

LtJG Quchant
::moves equipment back to safe distance and sets it back up to record eruption::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::looks around::

Frodirol
Fortuna: Good days to you too Fortuna. It is a good day for the eruption of lights and we have guests to share in the delight too !

Fortuna
Pang : wait ...leave you not please or the Gods may be angry

Lt. Lenor
::stops looks around::

Doc. Praxton
::listens to laughter coming from the trees::

LtJG Quchant
::to self...well that wasn't a no...::

Lt. Varek
::looking around at the Forteasians as they come down::

Capt. Brinn
::stares in disbelief at the hoards approaching::

Lt. Lenor
::scans area::

Lt. Peters
::Oh marvelous.  Now we upset the Gods::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::thinks... why laughter::

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  Are they dangerous??

Lt. Varek
Peters: Does this group have a leader?

LtJG. Pang
::stops moving away - whispers to Peters ... we need to warn them the rest .... we may be on the menu!

Lt. Varek
CO: Not that I am aware of, sir

LtJG. Tharrn
Brinn: Well, this are HAPPY people... Hmmmmm...

Capt. Brinn
All:  Alert status now, but no threatening moves...

Cmdr. Guglaron
::turns on survey equipment and returns to AT::

Lt. Peters
#Varek:  Checking

Frodirol
A LOW RUMBLING SHAKES THE EARTH GENTLY

Capt. Brinn
::nods at Tharrn::  

Doc. Praxton
::sets phaser to stun::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::feels a rumble::

Lt. Peters
Pang:  Find out who the leader is.

Lt. Peters
::Feels the earth move under foot::

Lt. Lenor
::continues to scan... makes sure she has a phaser handy::

Doc. Praxton
::a little whobbly here, tries to remain her balance::

LtJG. Pang
Fortuna/Frodirol::  It seems that one of you is the leader of your people?

Cmdr. Guglaron
::thinks... is he hungru or is the ground rumbling::

Lt. Varek
::looks around at gathering group and tries to identify any leader or elder in the masses::

Fortuna
:::runs toward the Gyser ....keeping under cover as much as possible :::

LtJG. Tharrn
Brinn: What do we know about the Fortesians?

Frodirol
AT: The time is near.......lets take our place.....the gods are anxious to share the lights with us

Lt. Peters
Pang:  Hurry Key Lee.  I don't think we have long.

LtJG Quchant
::tries to ignore the approaching natives...and continues recording pre-eruption phemonemna

Cmdr. Guglaron
::arrives at AT and sees a strange person with them::

LtJG Quchant
::

Frodirol
Pang: The Prime Magnate is on his way. he is our chosen leader

LtJG. Pang
Peters ... Frodirol is the leader ..... let Varek know ....

Cmdr. Guglaron
::approaches stranger::

Capt. Brinn
Tharrn:  They have not proven antagonistic in the past; a peaceful sort, I believe.

Doc. Praxton
::stands and watches proceedings::

Lt. Lenor
::wonders what is going to happen next::

Lt. Varek
::walks carefully through the thronged mass of Forteasians::

Lt. Peters
#Varek:Frodirol is the leader.  He's referred to as the Prime Magnate, he's heading your way.

LtJG Quchant
{peasants}

LtJG. Pang
::full alert ...... moves with Frodirol towards the gang of natives::

Capt. Brinn
::moves to Varek:: Lt:  I'd advise caution; let's see what they want of us.  They granted us permission to be here.

Lt. Peters
::Follows Kay Lee::

Capt. Brinn
::steps back, watching::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::notices alot of Fortesean's staring at him::

Frodirol
::overhears Peters:: I am not the leader...oh no ::laughs:: we are all friends here

Lt. Varek
CO: Aye, sir. I do not detect any immediate threat other than the eruption itself

Doc. Praxton
::looks around at the mass of people::

Cmdr. Guglaron
Fortesean's: I am Klingon, do not be alarmed

Lt. Peters
Frodirol:  Who is then?

Fortuna
:::watches Frodirol and Pang approach ::::

Capt. Brinn
Lenor:  Can you detect if they are armed?  ::speaks quietly::

LtJG. Pang
::waits for suitable moment and steps behind large tree ... waiting for natives to pass by::

Frodirol
Peters: The Prima Magnate.......he is busy. I hope he does not miss the eruption

Lt. Varek
::looks at a random Forteasian:: Where is the Prime Magnate?

Cmdr. Guglaron
::Forteseans usher Guglaron to AT where some are sitting::

LtJG. Tharrn
::whispers:: Brinn: Sounds like they'd like to be IN the geyser.

Lt. Peters
::Checks tricorder::

Lt. Lenor
Co:::w:: no scans have showed any weapons

Capt. Brinn
::glances at Tharrn::

Lt. Peters
::Notices strange readings not there before::

Frodirol
A MORE VIOLENT RUMBLE SHAKES THE GROUND AND SOME LOSE THEIR FOOTING

LtJG Quchant
Lenor: ::w:: we are now too close Sir...

LtJG. Tharrn
::whispers:: Brinn: I have heard about strange cases of mass suicide...

Lt. Peters
::Whoa::

LtJG. Pang
#Varek ..... I believe we may be on the menu .... if not for the natives then for those birds!

Lt. Varek
::looks over the gathered people::

Doc. Praxton
::scans the people, falls::

Lt. Lenor
::ground shakes.... falls to ground::

Fortuna
:::Struggling to stay upright :::

Capt. Brinn
::moves forward:: Varek:  This has gone beyond the mission...I'll take command again...

LtJG. Pang
::grabs tree::

Lt. Varek
CO: Sye, sir.

Frodirol
::laughs:: Fortuna: That was better than last years final growl eh my friend ?

LtJG Quchant
::thanks a higher power that he took the holodeck course in surfing::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::smiles, rumbling reminds him of his childhood home, Klingonesea::

Doc. Praxton
::stands up and retreives tricorder off the ground::

LtJG Quchant
::holds out hand to help Lenor up::

Fortuna
::::frodirol : Yes it was :::Laughs with him :::

Lt. Peters
::Notices dust rising up from the surface after each new rummble::

Lt. Lenor
::takes Quchant's hand... gets up:: Thanks

Capt. Brinn
::looks to the Forteasians::  We are here by the permission of your government; have we done something to offend?

LtJG. Pang
#Varek ..... we need to get out of this situation ..... 

Cmdr. Guglaron
::walks over to Peters::

Lt. Varek
::maintains his footing::

Lt. Varek
#Pang: Please return to the Away team

LtJG. Tharrn
::nonchalantly walks over to pile of equipment::

Cmdr. Guglaron
Peters:are you having trouble staying on your feet Lt>?

Frodirol
<Cheery Forteasian> ::laughs:: Brinn: No of course not ! You are blessed to be able to join us !

Lt. Peters
{#}Lenor:  Check your tricorder.  Is that dust doing to the atmosphere what I think it is doing?

Fortuna
CO : No offworlder .....you are here to share our joy ! :::smiles:::

LtJG. Pang
#Aye Sir .....

Lt. Peters
Gug:  Funny::Holds out hand::

LtJG Quchant
Lenor: ::w:: we are too close to the geiser

Cmdr. Guglaron
::looks at hand::

Lt. Peters
Gug:  don't just stand there you big oaf pull me up

Cmdr. Guglaron
Peters: I will fill that hand with Black Ale, tonight

Lt. Varek
CO: I do not see them as being displeased with our presence in any way

Cmdr. Guglaron
::pulls Peters up::

Lt. Peters
::Laughs::

Lt. Lenor
::checks tricorder::  #Peters: Glad someone caught that... Yes it is....

Capt. Brinn
::smiles::  Ah, we will accept blessings, but what has caused you  to approach us?

Lt. Peters
#Lenor:  Great.  That's all we need.

Lt. Peters
Gug:  The dust is ionising the atmosphere....

LtJG. Pang
::sets phaser to stun plus a bit .....very slowly makes way towards the crowd .... nervously::

Lt. Lenor
Quchant: ::w:: I know.... 

Cmdr. Guglaron
::Looks up::

Fortuna
CO : Offworlder ...it is written that he who invites a tranger is blessed twicefold

LtJG. Tharrn
::starts to set up pattern enhancers::

Lt. Peters
Gug:... the transporters will be useless.

Frodirol
THERE IS A LOUD RUMBLE FROM THE EARTH AND THEN AN EAR SHATTERING BOOM AS FLOODS OF MULTICOLOURED AQEOUS LIQUID ERUPTS FROM THE GROUND

Cmdr. Guglaron
Peters: I agree, may be it will make transporting off idfficult::

Frodirol
::shouts with glee::

Capt. Brinn
::tilts head:: An invitation?

Doc. Praxton
::walks over and helps Tharrn set up the pattern enhancers::

Fortuna
:::Cheers ::::

Frodirol
::turns to AT:: Now you see why we invited you ? This is surely a sight to behold !

LtJG. Pang
::staggers and lands up sitting behind a tree::

Lt. Lenor
::toself:: what now?

Doc. Praxton
::holds hands to ears::

Cmdr. Guglaron
Peters: inform the CO, we should not stay too long

Lt. Peters
Gug: OK

LtJG. Tharrn
::shouts:: Brinn:; I suggest to contact the Seleya, Sir.

LtJG Quchant
{#}Peters: Given the fact the transporters are going to have problems with the ionised atmosphere, would this be a good time to test my remote piloting skills?

Cmdr. Guglaron
::sees lenor talking to herself::

Fortuna
:::Laughs and plays in the liquid :::

LtJG. Tharrn
::avoids the liquid::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::walks over to Lenor::

Lt. Peters
{#}CO: Captain.  The dust is ionising the atmosphere, the transporters will be useless.

Frodirol
::lies on ground as some of liquid is blown in the wind and sprays his face::  AT: It is good this year, the gods are pleased

Capt. Brinn
Tharrn:  This is survival training, no contact with the ship ::shouts::

Doc. Praxton
::watches as the crowd gets wet::

Lt. Lenor
::moves away from the liquid::

Capt. Brinn
Peters:  acknowledged

Lt. Peters
#Quchant:  I think you should ask the captain that.

Cmdr. Guglaron
Lenor: now may not be the right time, but good to have you back, are you okay?

Capt. Brinn
All:  Take cover!

Doc. Praxton
::scans the liquid::

Frodirol
THE LIQUID SPRAYS THE AT COVERING THEM AS FORTEASIANS CHEER ANS DANCE AROUND THEM

Doc. Praxton
:ack!!::

Fortuna
:::splashes Frodirol with liquid ::::

Lt. Peters
::Aaaghhghgh!!!!::

LtJG Quchant
::dives for cover...heads in same direction as Lenor::

LtJG. Pang
::watches in horror as gunge goes over everyone::

Lt. Varek
#ALL: May I recommend.... ::being covered in the liquid::

LtJG. Tharrn
::tries to wipe liquid off::

Capt. Brinn
::looks very wet, but tries to stay dignified::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::squints as liquid spews all over him::

Lt. Lenor
Gug: I am fine.... thanks for asking..

Cmdr. Guglaron
::dives for cover and falls on Lt. Lenor::

Lt. Varek
::using tricorder to scan liquid::

Lt. Peters
Gug:  Does this remind you of the time in the Eclipse lounge..

Doc. Praxton
::stands there dripping wet::

Lt. Peters
::Dives for cover, lands on Guglaron::

Capt. Brinn
::looks at Forteasian leader:: I gather this is some sort of ...celebration?

Fortuna
:::sores on arm disappear :::

LtJG Quchant
::gets knocked over by Guglaron knocking over Lenor::

Cmdr. Guglaron
Lenor: sorry about that ::looking into her eyes::

LtJG Quchant
::at bottom of pile::

Lt. Lenor
::tries to breath::

Doc. Praxton
::completes scan on liquid.........::

LtJG. Pang
::still watching from behind a tree::

Capt. Brinn
:;puts on diplomatic face:: We're honored that you chose to...share..... this with us...

Frodirol
::looks at Brinn:: Celebration ? It is a blessing !!!

Doc. Praxton
CO: The liquid is not harmful.

Lt. Varek
::acts as if he enjoys the bath in the liquid::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::sees Lenor struggling for breath, thinks she is not ready for Klingon ... yet::

LtJG. Tharrn
::finishes setting up pattern enhancers::

Capt. Brinn
Ah:  Yes, the blessing.  And the receivers are blessed.

Lt. Peters
::Picks himself up::

Fortuna
CO : Yes we are :::Laughs as sores heal :::

LtJG Quchant
::holding ribs::

Capt. Brinn
Praxton:: I'm glad to hear that ::looks at liquid dripping off herself::

Lt. Varek
Frodirol: How often are you blessed here?

Cmdr. Guglaron
::gets up and pulls Lenor and Quchant to their feet::

Lt. Peters
Gug:  Come on Gug, get up ::Picks up the Klingon::

Doc. Praxton
::looks at the CO covered and starts to laugh::

LtJG Quchant
::winces as XO pulls him up::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::feels Peters pulling him up::

Frodirol
Varek: Once a year if the gods are pleased with us

Capt. Brinn
::glares at the giggles from the crew::

Lt. Lenor
::takes a deep breath:: Gug: thanks.... I think

Lt. Peters
::Looks around at everyone::ALL:  What a sight we look.

LtJG. Pang
::wonders if she did right to stay back::

Lt. Varek
Frodirol: We offer thanks to your gods for their blessing

Fortuna
CO: It is a time for joy !!

LtJG Quchant
::walks over to Doc::

LtJG. Tharrn
::doesn't feel THAT happy::

Doc. Praxton
::turns to see what is going on behind her, see's Peters, Lenor, Gug and others::

Frodirol
::grabs Dr Praxton and swings her around:: Dance with us ! I see you feel the blessing ::grins::

Cmdr. Guglaron
Lenor: thats okay, are you alright AGAIN?

Capt. Brinn
Fortuna:  Can we expect another recurrence of this joy?

Doc. Praxton
::raises eyebrows and grins::

Lt. Peters
::Sees the Doc being swung::

Lt. Varek
::the picture of seriousness even wwhen dripping wet::

LtJG Quchant
Doc: I think that big lug Guglaron cracked a rib when he knocked me over

Lt. Lenor
Gug: I think so... ::grins::

Lt. Peters
Frodirol:  Hey, be carefull

Fortuna
CO : If the gods are especially pleased yes but it seldom happens

Cmdr. Guglaron
::walks over to CO::

Capt. Brinn
Fortuna:  And what follows this joy?

Lt. Peters
::Walks toward Frodirol::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::listens to Fortuna::

LtJG. Tharrn
Brinn: Gods? Who are those gods?

Frodirol
::grabs Peters and places his hand in Dr PRaxtons:: Peters: This can be a time for love too ::winks::

Doc. Praxton
::wheee, dancing, but hears Quchant:: ok, let me down now please

Lt. Varek
CO: It is interesting that they associate this seismic event with a religious belief

LtJG. Pang
::tries to get more comfortable ... as she watches what is going on::

Lt. Peters
::Looks embarrased:

Fortuna
CO: I had sores but now I dont I can go back to my trade

Capt. Brinn
::looks at Guglaron:: When in Rome...

Cmdr. Guglaron
::whispers:: CO: I am concerned about our safety sir, we should leave, or we may be here for some time

Doc. Praxton
::hm....""

Lt. Peters
Doc:  Sorry.

LtJG. Tharrn
::looks at Varek:: This is merely a seismic event? What is this stuff?

LtJG Quchant
::holding ribs::

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  I'd say you are right on that.

Doc. Praxton
Peters:  ::grins:: that's ok

Lt. Lenor
::tries to figure out what is going on::

Doc. Praxton
:;walks over to Quchant:: what happened?

Capt. Brinn
::over shoulder:: Doc:  I think Quchant needs some attention.

LtJG Quchant
::passes out::

Doc. Praxton
::nods to CO::

Frodirol
::frowns at some of the AT:: Do you not all feel the joy ? Open your minds and hearts to it.....you know it to be good ::smiles::

LtJG Quchant
::collapes on floor::

Lt. Peters
Frodirol:  what is it we are celebrating exactly?

Lt. Lenor
::looks at Quchant::

Doc. Praxton
::bends down to where Quchant is and scans::

Capt. Brinn
::looks at Forteasians::  We are honored at our includance in your joy...

Lt. Varek
::looks oddly at Frodirol:: Do you feel significantly different now?

Fortuna
Peters: the blessing of the Gods of course !!

LtJG. Tharrn
::mumbles:: joy...

Frodirol
::grabs Brinns hand:: Then dance with us !

Doc. Praxton
::takes out bone mender and fixes broken ribs::

Capt. Brinn
:;gets spun madly around::

Lt. Peters
Frodirol:  and this blessing is?

Lt. Peters
::Tries to head off Frodirol before he gets to the captain::

Frodirol
Peters: Healing.......of the mind and body. The gods heal us when they are pleased

Capt. Brinn
All:  It seems harmless, go with the flow!  ::gets reeled around and around::

Doc. Praxton
::scans and finds that a lung has been punctured::

LtJG. Tharrn
::frowns::

Lt. Peters
::Thinks the captain is starting to get taken in by this::

Frodirol
::laughs as he lets go and the Captain falls to the wet ground landing on her butt::

Lt. Lenor
::realizes she is dripping wet::

LtJG. Pang
::still watching nervousely ...... decides to remain where she is::

Fortuna
Peters: life for a new year ! Do you not remember the sores I had ? ...Look they are healed ..:::::Shows arm :::

Lt. Varek
::hears the words about healing and decides to perform an experiment::

Doc. Praxton
::taps comm:: #Doc to Seleya: two to beam directly to sickbay

Capt. Brinn
::gives up trying to maintain dignity::

Lt. Peters
::Looks at Fortuna, that's right::

Lt. Varek
::scanning the liquid still around him for any antisceptic qualities::

Doc. Praxton
{transporter} beams Quchant and the Doc to sickbay

LtJG. Pang
::watches the CMO beam out with patient ::

Lt. Peters
Doc:  Forget it.  the ionisation in the atmosphere has rendered that TR useless

Cmdr. Guglaron
::walks up to Fortuna::

Capt. Brinn
All:  It seems this is a local custom of sorts; I'd suggest we relax and enjoy.  Fun, after all, is a survival technique of sorts...

Fortuna
:::dances and rolls in liquid :::

Cmdr. Guglaron
Fortuna: how long will the celebrations last?

Doc. Praxton
::places Quchant on biobed and scans::

Lt. Lenor
::sits down and watches::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::sseing Fortuna roll in the mud::

LtJG. Tharrn
All: someone has to set up the shelter.

Lt. Varek
::wonders whether or not there is any factual evidence to back up the claimt hat fun is a survival skill::

Fortuna
Gug: As long as the liquid does ...usually not too long though

Lt. Lenor
::thinks toself.... can it heal the soul too::

LtJG. Pang
::wonders how much trouble she might be in for not joining in .... does not care!::

Doc. Praxton
::is amazed to see that the liquid from the fountian has somewhat healed Quchants injuries::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::looks around and thinks this is not the Klingon way::

LtJG. Tharrn
::stares at the crew:: Someone... ::starts to move equipment::

Capt. Brinn
::looks at Varek:: I know what you're thinking; loosen up!  ::laughs::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::walks over to rock, sits, grunts and observes::

Frodirol
<Ens. Gilmore> {#}Captain Brinn: Captain, there is an incoming message from Admiral Crenshaw....priority one

Capt. Brinn
::picks up a handful of goo and throws it at Varek::

Lt. Peters
::She's lost it::

Lt. Varek
::raises an eyebrow at the Captain::

LtJG. Tharrn
::grabs equipment and moves it to the cave::

Capt. Brinn
#Gilmore:  Acknowledged.

Cmdr. Guglaron
::thinks... oh no, not another throwing something fight::

Doc. Praxton
@::taps Quchant on the face gently to bring him around:

Capt. Brinn
All:  This scenario is ended....

Frodirol
<<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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